Your Work Load is Heavy Enough

Featherweight Leg Section

Space-age materials
The Featherweight Leg Section is the latest innovation from STERIS. It is as easy to remove as riding this racing bike – and almost as fast.

This modular, removable leg section is built with aerospace materials so it is strong, radiolucent and lightweight.

- Carbon fiber construction means it is much lighter than standard removable leg sections
- Titanium side rails are lightweight and strong

Light and strong
Removing a leg section and reattaching it over and over is part of your day. That’s why we developed the Featherweight Leg Section – to lighten your workload.
The Featherweight Leg Section is designed to give you exactly what you need from your surgical tables:

- **Flexibility**: the featherweight leg section has the same table articulation capabilities as a standard leg section

- **Radiolucency**: carbon fiber construction helps ensure excellent imaging capability

- **Budget-friendly**: your existing surgical table accessories attach to the ultra-strong titanium side rails

## Built for your OR

Why should a leg section be a challenge in your day? This lightweight leg section is quick and easy to remove, so it doesn’t slow you down. Ideal for departments such as:

- Urology
- OB/GYN
- Orthopedics

The Featherweight Leg Section is easily removed for virtually any midline-access procedure using split legs.

## The ultimate in versatility and compatibility

The strength of this lightweight leg section makes it ideal even for hospitals that don’t remove their table’s leg section very often. Its excellent radiolucent qualities enhance its versatility.

- **Head section compatibility**: attach the head rest to the distal end of the leg section for added length

- **X-ray cassette compatibility**: same as standard removable leg sections

- **Accessory compatibility**: the featherweight leg section supports your current surgical table accessories

- **Table compatibility**: fits on your existing STERIS® 5085, 4085 and Cmax™ tables

Lighten your load today. Call your STERIS sales professional for a free demonstration or visit www.steris.com for an interactive presentation.